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Mainframe/Top Mechanical Assembly 2.4
Mainframe/Top Mechanical Summarized Performance 2.4.1
Mainframe/Top Mechanical Acceptance Data 2.4.2
Aft Optics Assembly
Aft Optics Summarized Performance
Aft Optics Acceptance Data
Focal Plane Assembly
Focal Plane Summarized Performance
Focal Plane Acceptance Data
Radiative Cooler
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Radiative Cooler Door Assembly
Radiative Cooler Door Summarized Performance
Radiative Cooler Door Acceptance Data
Top Optical Assembly
Top Optical Summarized Performance











Cable Harness Summarized Performance
























2.0 Subsystems Acceptance Data
Each of the major subsystems of the Flight Model Thematic
Mapper was reviewed as an entity prior to integration into the
system. The intent of this section is to present for each major
subsystem, acceptance data for the subsystem (test results);
reference lists of the configuration status; and reference lists
of Non-Conforming Material Reports, Failure Reports (with copies),
and Requests for Deviation/Waiver (with copies).
The acceptance data for each subsystem (where applicable)
is contained in the Appendix to this report, as referenced in the
first subsection for each subsystem.
The second subsection for each subsystem contains a tabular
summary of the "as designed" and "as built" configuration lists,
showing all applicable drawings, specifications, or standards.
(An "as built" configuration list for the total system is included
in Volume I and is also included herein immediately following this
page). This is followed by a listing of all items against the
subsystem, with copies of NCRM's, RT's, and RD/W's.
SUMMARY
AS-BUILT CONFIGURATION LIST
































MAIN FRAME ASSY E















































































LVL PART HO. NOMENCLATURE REVISION

















. • . . W101
3 52348 CABLE ROUTING ASSY F
3844A .















































































































I.VL PAKT MO. NOMENCLATURE REVISION
4 50795 PRIME FOCAL PLANE ASSY J
W126
'
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W151
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A5-BUIU CONFIGURATION LIST . RELAY OPTICS Ass*



































SPHERICAL MIRROR ASSY "" §
TJ Q
o 2
MIRROR, SPHERICAL RELAY . ^  j2





ELECTRONIC ASSY, RIGHT BANK-
IPS













B + 9721 B -1- 9721
B -f 1120A B + 1120A
3801A 3801A
A .. ••'• • ., A





















































L PftiU HO. NOMENCLATURE REVISION
53749 ELEX ASSY-OUTPUT ASSY-IPS C 4- 3808A
1
52024-1 PWB ASSY-IPS B
o o
.;• . • ."** S
oS
52024-2 PWB ASSY-IPS O 7> B30 r
*° }»
> Q- . •'
C
— t —• < y > • . ' ' . - '
52029 PWB ASSY-IPS B
53746 ELEX ASSY-OUTPUT PWB-IPS A 4- 9597
9682
1706A
I 53757 ELEX ASSY-REGULATOR MODULE B > 3916A
4116A
53754 ELEX ASSY-100V REGULATOR A 4- 9862
, 1705A
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The acceptance performance (test) data for the Electronic
Module is contained in Appendix E of this report
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AS-BUILT CONFIGURATION LIST ELECTRONICS MODULE ASSY REV 2
52247 S/N 201
•IHD CURRENT
LVL PART NO. NOMENCLATURE REVISION
2 52347 • ELECTRONICS MODULE . D
4588A




























































































. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . - r ......
P/N
) CURRENT
PART HO. NOMENCLATURE REVISION
50904-1 PWB ASSY, POSTAMP BAND 01 C
4072A
NOTK; Configuration will conform to "As Built" D045






50904-2 PWB ASSY, POSTAMP BAND 02 G

































NOTE: Configuration will conform to "As Built"






















50904-3 PWB ASSY, POSTAMP BAND 03
NOTE: Configuration will conform to "As Built"
pending incorporation of EO 3142A
50904-4 PWB ASSY, POSTAMP BAND //4
NOTE: Configuration will conform to "As Built"



































































IL PART HO. NOMENCLATURE REVISION
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'I. PART NO. NOMENCLATURE
J 50920 PWB ASSY, TEMP CONTROL
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P/N 52347
) CURRENT
PRKT HO. NOMENCLATURE REVISION
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SB- WO 3 3
W060R1 :' :.
W097 ';
51402 PWB ASSY, TELEMETRY SCALING
FUSELINK .















































































P/N 52347 sh 6
Hi) CURRENT
VI. PART HO. NOMENCLATURE REVISION
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P/N 52347
T7ll) CURRENT
LVL PAPJ HO. NOMENCLATURE REVISION




3 52362 COVER, BOTTOM B
1855A
1884A









3 53393 COVER FRONT A
1879A


































































































PART MO. NOMENCLATURE REVISION
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PWB TLMY Scaling, Fuse-
20. EFFECT On CO
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16. MV
51402-B


























Schedule Imnact if disapproved
21. DESCRIPTION OF OffVI A
Request authorization to add Resistor and alternate wiring (jumpers)
to accommodate circuit design changes.
Redesign and reprocurement of electronic circuit boards would be required
in order to eliminate alternate wiring and addition of resistor. Minimum
5 months' schedule slip and considerable cost would be involved. Redesign
is not considered cost effective at this time.
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Use of alternate terminal assembly.
Board Capacitor and Relay Assy.
Terminal STUD, Insulated
' «0. 3« ''»•'* 3U*ft> [17.
E25-E29
None — Af\




Request usage of Qty. 5 53413 bond on type terminals in place of
Qty. 5 54310 terminals for designated E25 to S29 on EO 2853A of
52934-A assembly.
54310 terminals are unavailable in SBRC or HAC .stores. Outside
procurement estimated at 3 months. .Thematic Mapper schedule sliP
of 3 months will result if alternate terminal '.usage is not approved.
Note: P/N 53413 is not on the TM Approved Parts and Materials L^st, however
they are on the M£S Approved Parts and Materials List- ~^^n^ /tyr~/b
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Santa Barbara Research Center
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t. It* «\4<1 .
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Alternate component placement (non contact to board) JNAS5-24200
Thematic Mapper Assy.
Printed wirinc board assv. ^, _Macrp discreterCom. «1 .1 " 51795-6
KXi •*"«»» | ;
C.Ni^ J
None
Need.to be able to mount components off the board surface as shown
on drawing. Support bonding*shall be used to secure part. Does
not meet requirements of Para. 3A503 of Spec NHB 5300.4 (3A).
Circuit changes required from RCR05 to RNN55 resistors after the
circuit boards wt^re procured. As a result, pad spacing is too
close in some cases to mount the component on•the board surface
and still meet lead minimum bend radius.
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Alternate component placement (no contact with board). JNAS5-24200
Thematic Mapper Assy.
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Need to be able to mount components off the board surface as shown
on drawing. Support bonding'shall be used to secure part. Does not
meet requirements fo Para. 3A503 of Spec NHS 5300.4 (3A) .
Circuit -changes required changes from RCR05 to RNN55 resistors
after the circuit boards were procured. As a result, pad spacinc
is too close in some cases to mount the component on the board
surface and still meet lead minimum bend radius.
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Cal Shut ter Back (A7) 51398-E
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Alternate wiring (trace cuts, jumper wires and added parts) incorporated
on assembly drawing to accommodate circuit design changes. Sec. 51398
assembly drawing and referenced SP80165 alternate wiring process
specification attached.
SEE EOs: EO 2992A
3072A
Ref: W033 per EO 8703
D056 per EO 1034A
D108R1
I*. NCCA ^O* C4V»ATlOSS/eAIVJfl^ —•—^MM.
Redesign and re-procurement of electronic circuit boards would be
required in order to eliminate a l ternate wiring. Minimum 5 months schedule
slip and considerable costs would be involved. Redesign is not considered
cost e f fec t ive at this time.
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PWB Assy Post Amp Bands 1— '
MOT HO. at rv*c ouia.
50904-3
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C
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5 Month Schedule Impact- if disapproved
21. 3CJCBI' TIQW Qf OCVI ATlOWHAlVCf)
Alternate wiring (added wires) to PWB assembly. Adding jumoers between
- R70B-U4P33, R73B-U7P56, R79A-U12P47 per SP 8 016 5, Procedure B, using item(• 32 of 50904.
Ref: NCMR 412474
24. f lCO FOR QCVI AriOSa/OAIVCA
Redesign and reprocurement of electronic circuit .boards would be required
in order to eliminate alternate wiring. Minimum 5 months schedule slip
and considerable cost would be involved. Redesign is not considered cost
effective at this time.
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Alternate wiring, replaced components, and added components per E03456A
required using SP80165. ""iis Engineering Order provides the voltage
regulator with current capability to prevent power foldback at Band 6
turn on. Possible component stress as well as initial circuit perform-




The Band-6 voltage regulator goes into current limit due to turn-on
characteristic of circuit. This characteristic is unacceptable.
Redesign and reprocurement of electronic circuit boards would be required
to eliminate cuts and alternate wiring. Minimum 5 months schedule slip
and considerable cost would be involved.
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Cal Shutter Backup, Timing Jitter Correction
Radiometer
PWB Cal-Shutter Backup
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IftTKKFftCC. ETC
r.
Alternate wiring and added component required per SP8016S.
See EO 4031A. ' -
This action will insure that Timing Jitter in the Phase Control Loop








It has been observed that under special conditions which are possible
during operation that Redundant Shutter timing signals can move out
of tolerance. E.O. 4031A corrects this problem completely. Redesign
and reprocurement of 51398 PWB would be required to eliminate alter-
nate wiring. Minimum 5 month schedule slip and considerable cost
would be involved.
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Request permission to use select resistors (R130 and R130 B, 698 ohm each) om.ao.de-
of select range list (52732-23). Also request permission to use two resistors




14. NCtO /OH OCVIATION/BAIVCA
Mechanical adjustment of symmetry is not possible without a minimum of two months
schedule delay, so we want to use electrical adjustments instead. The required
value of resistance is not on the select list. The power rating is too low for
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Tessp Controller 50942
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not conform to KHB'3300.4(3A) para. 3A402-4)
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
rQ-procursssant of electronic circuit board vould ba required in order
to eliminate oltarnste wiring. Hinissa 9 eoachs Bchedule slip and considerable cost
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Electronics Module Assemblv II
P^ -JB PostArao Band 1 50904-l/G
None 18 mos. schedule impact, if disaoorovet
None
Alternate wiring (added 16 resistors per^PWB) incorporated an assembly
drawing to accommodate circuit design, change. See assembly drawing
(EO 4515A). and'referenced SP30155 alternate wiring process*specification.
Added resistors to eliminate coherent ncise per FR5779.
Redesign and re-procurement of electronic circuit: boards would be
required in order to eliminate alternate wiring. Minimum 3 months'
schedule slip and considerable cost would be involved. Redesign is not
considered cost effective at this time.
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80 V Line Current
28 V Line Current
+ 21 V Line Current




+ 80 V Line current
+ 28 V Line Current
+ 21 V Line Current
- 21 V LineK_C,urrent
u 1.0 mA ) LED IS ON
'_1.0 mA )
25 ± 10 mA )
5± U mA )
Ll.O mA )
(OK)
IP 99 »*a (800/1000/1300±1'50 mA )




HEATER 27./gtV +Z COMP /. 3 <j / +Z RET . 2>Z TOGGLE
-fZ HEATER +Z COMP . 2 7 / / +Z RET
Mean (Rl + R2)/2
Difference (Rl - R2)
+ 80 V Line Current
+ 28 V Line Current
+ 21 V Line Current
- 21 V Line Current
+ 80 V Line Current
+ 28 V Line Current
+ 21 V Line Current
- 21 V Line Current
+ HO V Line Current
.+ 28 V Line Current
- 21 V Line Current
- 21 V Line Current
K Ohms±8U Ohms)
I v'r-"- (210 Ohms maxiffium)
H/ (^.1.0 mA ) LED IS
S . (4.1.0 oA )
/ (A. 1.0 mA )
i/ ( < 1.0 mA )
i/" (i'1.0 mA ) LED IS
\/ (£. 1..0 mA )
!%•(;<?**&( 25± 10 nA )
A ."7 K^fl ( 5 ± U mA )
' \S (i 1.0 mA ) ^
l l " \ 0 ^ f i ( aOO/1000/1300 ±. 150 mA
•/* '& "ft I 25 i 10 mA )
2. ? »• ri ( 5 4 - ! « m A )





. 2$/ I/ T0(
R2 Iff.lttKJL -2 -HEATER
Mean (Rl + R2)/2 l±
Difference (Rl - R2) 73
+ 80 V Line Current
+ 28 V Line current
+ 21 V Line Current
- 21 V Line Current
GLE IMOKl
-Z COMP -Z RET
_(lO.Ul K-Qhmsiat Ohms)
(210 Ohns maxinum)
(^ ..1.0 mA ) LED IS OFF QK (OK)
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SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
A Suattaary at Htsynn Airsrttt Comotnt
I N T E R N A L M E M O R A N D U M
r
TO: Distribution CC:
SUBJECT: Failure of Hybrid Postam? S/N 84




BL0G. TLR5 MAIL STA. 17
EXT. 2597
Ref: FR F1769 Hybrid Postamp P/N 50859-4 (HAC P/N 1950588-100) S/N 84
This hybrid failed during test of the Band 4 postamp PWB P/N 50904-4 S/N 201.
Failure mode was "fails single ended output test S/B -6 ±0.5 db, is VOL
disconnected • 7.2 db VOH disconnected - 5.1 db". When tested at Fullerton
to the acceptance test procedure the device tested acceptable. I requested
that a lOOHz signal be applied to the failed channel and VOH bs disconnected
after a reference point was determined. This duplicated the card level test
chat the device failed at SBRC. The test results are as follows:
VOH disconnected » loss of 5.5 db.
VOL disconnected - loss of 6.5 db.
This is very close to the readings recorded at SBRC when the tolerance of the
monitoring equipnen" is taken into consideration. The reading at Fullerton
were, in any event, at the limit of the established tolerance of T 0.5 db.
There does not appear to be a specific test that is an equivalent of the single
ended output test performed at SBRC. A concensus of opinion is that the cocsnan
mode rejection test perforated at the hybrid level is the same type of test,
but there appears to be some question concerning the allowable tolerance.
Mike Slonaker is looking into the details of the test method and parameters.
No further analysis is considered necessary at this time. The device was
noc ^elidded and is presently being held by SBRC Reliability pending resolution





















Date Code & S/N
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Results °F POOR QUALITY
Pre Burn-In FuiaJ__E_l_cc^. Limits & Conditions








-5 + TOi /oils
3 . 0 lilV lOC:!z -
100KHz max.
CH - OL IGOHi
OH •»• OL
13.5 Freot'pncv °.esponse and
13.6 Coinr.on Mode Rejection
OH - OL 5KHr ^/. z d£
Oil + OL






UK - OL 10KH: g..5 /ia
OH + OL >^- ^/t
OH - C'. 20KHz ..y^  ^
CH + OL - J/ ^
OH - OL 40KHz /g.-7 ^
OH * OL -I? _<*4._
OH - CL 50KHz /_£.£__<%.
OH + OL






*13/+15ib .rei".M?.ii: Ga i t
Min. -20db below OH - 0






















* ' fU t l l l lOM C*M»OIWI*
M I C R O E L E C T R O N I C
TEST DATA SHECT
I 11 ! ; , ,
I'ART NO. 1950523-100
»ACI 2 ot 2
DATl :
Paragraph No. . Prc Burn-in
13.5 and 13.6 (cont.)
OH - OL 60KH2, >7jC_*d_ /?-3
OH + OL
Final Elect.
t ? * *&
OH - OL 100KH2 S. I







Min. -20db below CM - OL
*l/*10db ref. lOOHz Gain
Min. -20d& below OH - OL
13.7 Supply VoUanc? Rejection
OH - OL (+15V) 4 ^
OH * OL (+15Y) // ~* iz ~
OH - OL (-15V) _£jv_ 7'«,








13.9 Roll off Te?niinal Chech
Terminal 56 4 47 /J.
Terminal 41 & 33 A3.
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-5 * Kr. volts
3.0 rav p-p ICOl'.i -
KMz max.
9.7 i 1 v!i>
Min. -20(iti bolcv; 0!! - CL
13.5 Fi'p".
13.6 Coiiiron _.'•*.! >dc ^c
Oii - OL MViiz
CM + CL





OH - ni zoi'Jii
OH > CL
OH - CL nOKHz
y.o and
rpf.lOf:Hz Gain
Min. -20db bclcv: CK - OL
() rcf.
tlin. -20>!h bclov/ Oil - CL
cJ;j ref.lOOI'.z Cu»i'r.
M;n. -20db below Oil - OL
+ 17/<?0d!) rcf.lOOHz Cain
Min. -nOrt'j bo low OH - OL
*1 7./- ?f!-".!i re* . 'r;:;;!:. ri.ii n
' I-'IIM. • • • ' ! • ! • • • ' -.-i '"i| - 'M
H
i M 111 11 o n c A (i r o e M i k
M I l K O f c l E-C I I; ON I C
u:si UAIA siiiu- t:u.
f ACI
UA'f
're Bun i - in
' ••
13.5 and 13.6 (cont.) '
OH - OL GOKJiz . yj/g.,.^ 2. *&&£& __ .! ____ .. . _____ _ +15/H9db rcr . lOOIIz Gui
. OH + OL '2*Ld'&- -^ :L!&rL _____ _______ _____ _ Hin. -20db holov/ OH - 0
Oil - OL lOOKHz £#..&/£ lL^~<&. _. ______ ....-..:;.. +l/*10rt|» rof. lOOHz Gai
OH + OL lOOKII* -2tiote>_ r££fte.\ ______ ..... _______ Hin.'--20i!t» lolov/ OH ~ Q
13.7 SuppJv^VplUtie^o.ipctipr) ' - • . , - ' .
OH - OL ( + 15V) f //>;/ ^'^./ __ ___ ___ _ <100 mv p-p "
OH * OL (+15V) J0fr4 _/j?W_ . ___________ ____ <100 mv p-p
OH - OL (-15V) _^,v. ___ 7zV..... ________ •_. „.. _______ <.'00 mv |j-p
OU * OL (-15V) _^i/_ ' ^ tZ&tf.... ....... . _______ _.<lOO'iav.p-p •
13.8 OJ. ...Of f s_ct . . .
.OH . ^/<^/?n/ — ^ "y<V_ _________ _______ 0 *. 3-':0 mv nux.
OL ' -//7/>v V/3/,.-y f) * 310 mv max.
13.9 Rrt_lJ...o_f_f_Tcrrnjiaj_ Check
Terminal CC S 47 __
Tcnr.inal -11 R 33 ' '
U'.OK - 15.4K
1 ?.()K - 15.'IK
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Tested by: A ) . . ' . - . . •• ' .'^
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| ; .SHKC.I ASSEMBLY HISTORY RECORD CONTINUATION SHEET j SHEil 5 OF «
/MRf NUMBER SERIAL OR LOT NUMBER
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• ' . . t
PUB AYSY P O S T A M P L I F I E R 1-A
N O T E : N o t i f y QA & AF prior to s tart of test ing.
1) P e r f o r m i n i t i a l c i r cu i t test a t a m b i e n t temp-
e r a t u r e per Spec 16368.
2) P e r f o r m E l e c t r i c a l test pe r Spec 16597. Para 4 . (
3) Se lec t componen t s us ing Spec 16597 & per B/P
n o t e jT7j)j & VJlj.
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K i t a n d e n t e r t r a c e a b l l l t y o f s e l
R 3 2 , R 6 5 - R 8 0 , R81 , R96 .C33-C46 and
'(•
\
ec ts R | -R1 f i Rl 7_
C57-C72 oj^ArBtT/TI
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FORMS INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM 11628 CS (COMPLETE ONLY APPLICABLE BLOCKS)
.DIVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS
1PROVIDE INFORMATION.
SPECIFIC WORK STATIONS OR
SPECIFIC ORG CODES
WOHK THANSFER DOCUMENTS ETC.





12) DRAWING AHEA OH LOCATION
(3) IS: S/U1OI EHANCES
|4) SPECIFICATION PARA. KEF. NO.
E1C.
DIVISIONAL PROCEDURES SPECIFY-
1 EVEL OH PERSONNEL REQUIRED









THIS tINE USED BY MATERIEL
CORRECTIVE ACTION STATEMENTS
SHOULD INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING,
11) DESCRIPTION OF THE CAUSE
OF THE NONCONFOHMANCE '
12) ACTION TAKEN TO PREVENT
RECURRENCE
(3) EFFECTIVITY OF C/ABY DATE.
LOT OR S/N
WHEN SUPPLIER CORRECTIVE
ACTION IS REQUESTED THE SUPPLIER
CORRECTIVE ACTION REQUEST
(SCAR) IS USED ,
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DISPCODE VENDOH PACKING SHEET OTY. B.T V. QTY. SCRAP bUYtftS Sl DATE
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RETURN THIS CARD TO
MATERIAL REVIEW FOR
RECORD CLEARANCE.




















ROUTS TO; P.O. MASTER CLEARED
53 0344-3-1 FE3 73
T3
TEST PROGRAM NO. 3
- - > MACRO DISCRETE CMD. TEST - CH "1
SENDS ALTERNATING BIT PATTERN TO
BOARD AND VERIFIES PROPER OPERATION
ORIGINAL PAGE JS
OF POOR QUALITY
ENTER OPERATOR DATA. YES OR NO ! N
PRINT VERIFICATION ERRORS> YES OR NO ! Y
CURRENT CYCLE COUNT IS : 0000000050
CURRENT ERROR COUNT IS : 0000000000
MONITOR
T3 '.' '' '•'•'"•''". ' • ' -
TEST PROGRAM NO. 3 - > MACRO DISCRETE CMD. TEST - CH «1
SENDS ALTERNATING BIT PATTERN TO
BOARD AND VERIFIES .PROPER OPERATION
ENTER OPERATOR DATA. YES OR NO ! Y . •
ASSY, NO.: 51795
CARD NAME: MACRODISCR.ETE CMD GEN «1
SERIAL NO.: 102
DATE & TIME: NOV 15 'SI «:il
PRI. OR RDT.: RDT
TEST OPERATOR: — j EANACH
OTHER TEST .
CONDITIONS: LIFE CYCLE TESTING AT AMBIENT <;RDT>
TO START TEST EXECUTION
PRESS "G" KEY.
-:TO TERMINATE TEST PRESS "ESC" KEY.;.
G ' • -
PRINT VERIFICATION ERRORS> YES OR NO ! Y
CURRENT CYCLE COUNT IS : 0001011026
CURRENT ERROR COUNT IS : 0000000000
• TESTING COMPLETED - -
DATE •<-. TIME: NOV 17 'Si S: 05
RRI. OP RDT.: RDT . .
TEST OPERATOR: — J BANACH
OTHER TEST • '
CONDITIONS:- LIFE CYCLE TESTING AT AMBIENT <.RDT>
ORIGINAL PA\iE IS
OF POOR QUALITY






TEST PRQGSfin MQ. 3 • > MftCRO DISCRETE'CMD. TEST - CH »1
SENDS HLTERNflTING BIT PATTERN TO
BQfiftD AND VERIFIES PROPER OPERATION
ENTER OPERATOR DftTfl» YES OR NO ! Y
fiSSY. WO.: • 51795
CARD NftME: MftCRO DESCRETE CMD GEN wl ' •
SERIAL NO.: 102
DATE «, -TIME:- 13 NQV '31 10:07 .
PRI. OR RDT.: —•- PRI
TEST OPERATOR: — j SUYTDM
OTHER TEST .
CONDITIONS: LIFE CYCLE TESTING AT AMBIENT <PRI>
TO START TEST EXECUTION
PRESS "G" KEY.
•:TO TERMINATE TEST PRESS "ESC" KEY.)
PRINT VERIFICATION ERRORS* YES OR NO ! Y
M
b
CURRENT CYCLE COUNT IS : 0001007310
CURRENT ERROR COUNT IS : 000000iM00
- - TESTING COMPLETED
DATE 4 TIME: 15 NOV- -'31 3:36
PRI. OR RDT.: PRI
TEST OPERATOR: — J BANACH
OTHER TEST . .




SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
I N T E R N A L M E M O R A N D U M
TO- L. 0'Cona<Ll CO Distribution
SUBJECT: Failure Report, F17gl (Macrodiscrete
Coseand Generator Board Ho. 1, Fit)




> • • *
BLDG. Bll MAE.STA. 102
ECT. 6246
FR: F1781, dated 5/8/80
The failure was encountered «*irrtag board test of tha ascrodiscrete cossoand
generator So. 1 board (assy. So, 51795), with the board heat sink plate satiated
Co tha board. It was found th^t three outputs (pins 2, 6, sad 10) of flatpack
U35 (54L04) ware shorted together. The short-circuit was not visible on the cop,
eotapcn Par-side of fha board; x-ray photographs of the board revealed the short-
circuit to exist on the bottoa-side, and to consist of sn extraneous Interconnect-
ing trace. The heat sink was reaoved to accomplish tha repair. After the repair
was Esade the board functioned properly. It is believed that no overstreaa
occurred and that replacement of 035 is not warranted.
The three outputs vhich were shorted together are designated U35B, U35C,
and D35E and are shoaa in ?igurs 1. TBO of the outputs (designated 'enable';
U353 and U35C) have sn identical input signal and produce identical output
?1 gaols; they function to strobe data into rhe register ahcrcn in Figure 1 upon .,
receipt of an enable signal. Tha third output signal produces a reset signal
to reset the register upon cospletion. of processing. All three outputs are
normally in the high-state.
•
«aen the board is tested and a tnacrodiacrece coEsaand is isrcad by tha test -
set, an enable signal is issued, causing the outputs of 3353 and 035C co go to
the lov-state, as sho«n in Figure 1, case A. Since the reset signal OI35Z) is
in the high state, the t&a enable outputs atteapt to pull the reset output to
tha lo^rstate. The resulting Eaxiaxna stress is that of having one output
shorted to signal ground. This is cot a condition of overs cress; the assnufacturer
states that one output ry be aborted-circuited to signal ground indefinitely.
The test set issues enable signals (70 arLcroseconds in duration) at 100
aillisecond intervals. Approzlaately 40 zdlliseco&ds after the occurrence of
au enable signal, a reset signal is Issued. The reset signal cusses the U35Z
output to go to the "low state", as sho^ n in Figure 1, case 3. Since the rao
taable outputs (U353 and U35C) are in the high-state, an atreopt is isa.de eo
pull the enable outputs to the lov-state. T^ g resulting theoretical na




 rt.r -n' ORIGINAL PAGE ISU O'ConneU OF POOR QUALITY
Page 2
The iTfflrlTmm short-circuit output current of a 54L04 is IS as. For ceo
outputs sfaoiy-circuited to oignal ground the total current is 30 aa. It is
believed that 30 sa (plus an a*Miff<nal 4.32 sa of loads frota gates connected
to the three outputs) is beyond toe sink current capability of 035E, which has
a guaranteed capability of at least 2.0 aa. However, if U35S is capable
of this current, the resulting stress would not be excessive. For exmcpla,
the mg«-t«i«i additional power increase with, two outputs short-circuited (neglect-
ing the 4.32 ma of exrernal loads) is 150 mw (5? s 30 aa.). For an aasuaad
thersal resistance of 130* CJH, j imetion-to-anbient, the ™»-gipiga increase in
junction temperatures would be +22.5*c, resulting in junction tesperaturea of
•WS.S'c (-»-22.5<>c tenperatura rise above a. +23° c ambient). Since the part is
capable of operation at -t-125ac» the resulting stress would sot have been
excessive.
A. Buber
Distribution: Altaian, L. .
Baaach, J.
 A
Barnett, G. C. . - *
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A L T E R N A T E W I R I N G
II. wC--'"i/"*'.:" ' -O» »'isC.»rvi«t
ELECTRONICS MODULE ASSEMBLY
MACRO DISCRETE CO>MAND NO. 1.





0. O»*?*CT. »»O.. ft- LJNt
NAS 5-24200
11. CO NO. ». SKCCT -0
-4-
>«. ItrCCI C_»5Slf ICAIICM
p'juiNOB ( JMAJO« [ ICBITICJk.
It. iCC^S""! CCVI A
QM.
Jl. t f 'ECT CS BM.IVM7 S3.COULC
5 Months schedule iapact if disapproved.
. • .. • . • •
Alternate wiring (artwork error - trace omitted on A/W) incorporated
on assembly drawing to accommodate circuit design changes. See 51795
'assembly drawing and referenced SP80165 alternate- wiring process.
specification attached. See also EO 9902.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Redesign and're-procurement of electronic circuit boards'would be
required in order to eliminate alternate wiving. Minimum 5 months
schedule slip and considerable cost would be involved. Redesign is
not considered cost* effective at this tine.
tea.
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SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
4 SuttMtifry ol Hug/lei Aucntf Company
INTERNAL M E M O R A N D U M
CC: D« Adams
L. Alcman
SUBJECT: Failure Reports F2723,
F2724 and S8051





BLDG. B-ll MAILSTA. 3S
EXT. 6357
This is to confirm our Tel-Con of February 1,1982 regarding subject Failure
Reports. ' .
As I stated to you a.M three Failure Reports were written against the same
printed wiring board (P/N 50916, S/N 201). The cause of the test failures
in each case was the installation of an incorrect resistor.
Contract quantities of subject boards have been completed. However, to help
you preclude reoccurrence of this type of discrepancy on future orders or
current production, copies of subject Failure Reports are attached so you
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This is Co confirm our Tel-Con of February 1,1982 regarding subject Failura
Reports, ..
Aa I aeaeed to you all three Failure Reports were written against the sans
printed wiring board (P/N 50916,S/H 201). The cause of the test failures
in each case was the installation of an incorrect resistor.
Contract quantities of subject boards have been completed. However, to help
you preclude reoccurrence of this type of discrepancy on future orders or
current production, copies of subject Failure Reports are attached so you
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B-ll MAIL STA. 102
FR: S8049, dated November 6, 1981
The failure occurred when performing optical/electrical calibration of the
scan line corrector subassembly, with the scan line corrector board (assy,
no. 52250-1, S/N 201) mounted in the SLC test box and receiving +19V power
(actually +21V) from a power supply within the test box. At the time of the
failure two (2) oscilloscope probes were attached to t^at points at the top
of the board and signals were being monitored on the oscilloscope display.
The SLC motor and mirrors were in operation. With the occurrence of the
failure the display went blank and SLC motor/mirror operation ceased. It was
estimated that test equipment power was turned OFF within 15 seconds of the
occurrence of the failure.
» * • • ' • ' • '
Investigation of the scan line corrector board found the ground lead of an
oscilloscope probe in contact with the-+19V on the SLC board, shorting the "
test equipment +19V power supply to signal ground and causing the-+19V fuse
(3 amp) to open. Figure 1 illustrates the point at which the short occurred
(pin A of relay K3). Measurement of the resistances from (through) the SLC
connector pins^to the input of relay K3,indicated nearly identical resistances
for the '+19V'and'-19V1 lines (0.061 ohms, connector pin 22 to relay pin 3;
0.058 ohms, connector pin 23 to relay pin 2). Measurement of the contact re-
sistances of K3 indicated 0.013 ohms (pin 3 to pin 4) versus 0.010 ohms (pin 2
to pin 5). Subsequent testing of the board after the fuse was replaced (and
before any components were replaced) revealed no change in board performance as
a result of the failure.
Four components were eventually replaced: (1), relay K3; (2), voltage regulator
U2; (3), voltage regulator Ul; and (4), resistor R14 (6.49 ohms, 2w, 1%), appearing
on motor driver assembly 54018, part of SLC board assembly 52250.
Relay K3 was replaced because of the possibility that the short circuit surge
current from the 27,000 ufd power supply capacitor caused some degradation of
the relay contacts.
Voltage regulator U2 (LM125) was replaced because of a possible overstress of 0,12
within U2. This component, 012, has a capability of approximately 30ma to 40ma
(National Semiconductor, Tim Reagan, 408-737-5000 x 3887) and may have experienced
a surge of 450 ma, depending upon the position of the SLC motor at the time of
the failure. A second reason for replacement of this part was the possibility of
excessive input voltage (greater than 30V) due to an inductive transient from the
short circuit surge current. This latter possibility was also the reason for
replacing the other LM125 voltage regulator, Ul.
The resistor R14 (6.49 ohm, 1%) was replaced because in the presence of a short





in Figure 2, resulting in a power dissipation of 2.5co for R14. This
component has a manufacturer's rating of 2oj.
All other components of the SLC board were analyzed for possible overstress.














Track Rate, Linearity, and Overlap/Underlap / / / / / " / / /
te FINAL LINEARITY DATA • f -
| 1. CYCLES £00
§
I TT. NO. 1 ER^'OR FRACT.+ 5.41
I 3UNT MEAN 11£3.'?£COUNT MAX 1130 COUNT
1 £T. NO. £ ERROR FRACT.+ 5.9::
I 3UNT MEAN I7*4.'f*COUNT MAX 17*5 COUNT
JT. HO. 3 ERROR KPACT.+ 5.1*
5uNT MEAN £435. 04COUNT MAX £48* COUNT
IT. NO. 4 ERROR FPHCT.+ 4.'S
jUNT MEAN 5054. 19CGUNT MAX 3055 COUNT
f ET. NO. 5 ERROR FPACT.+ 4.33
j HUNT MEAN 3700. 34COUN7 MAX 3701 COUNT
ET. NO. * ERROR FRACT.+ 4.1*
5 OUNT MEAN 4£57.99COUNT MAX 4£53 COUNT
K-f!
f ET. NO. . 7 ERROR FRACT.* 3.'?£
1 OUNT MEAN 48:::£.04COUNT MAX 4883 COUNT
Ji 'i|. ET. NO. 3 ERROR FRACT.+ 4. £3'
[ •' HUNT MEAN 5570.';"?CaUNT MAX 5571 COUNT
1 ET. NO.' * ERROR FRACT.-f 4.51
;; CUNT MEAN *120. 0*COUNT MAX *1£1 COUNT
H ET. NO. 10 ERROR FRACT.+ 5.15
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MIN 11 £3 CNT, STD DEV .£
MIN 17*4 CNT STD DEV . 1
MIN £445 CNT STD DEV .1
MIN 5054 CNT STD DEV 3.9
MIN 37 OH CNT STD DEV .3
MIN • ' 4£57 CNT STD DEV 4.*
MIN 43:f:£ CNT STD DEV 4.9
MIN 5570 CNT STD DEV
MIN *1£0 CHT STD DEV .£
MIN *75'fl CNT STD DEV .4
( lOENT NO NL.'MS£«
1323 H615
|»iv ^ SMtn 3
































































































































11 iS . CNT S-TD DEV
CNT STD DEV
£4S«. CNT STD DEV
5054 CUT iTD DEV
3700 CNT STD DEV
4£58 CNT STD DEV
CNT STD DEV
5570 CNT STD DEV
CNT STD DEV
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N O T I F Y Q4 AND AF P R I O R TO TKST
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2) K e p e a i w i t h 108K1IZ out .uid Tl ' l- ' . a t - 2 V - - K c c o r 4 ,
J u n c t i o n of K31 and K32 _"". ."L:. C ' / _"L ^
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The reported failure, high "off" state leakaqe, was confirmed. Internal
examination revealed a crack across the die which contained the driving .
circuitry for the defective output switch. It is believed that the leakage












PAGE 2 of 7
Reported Failure:
High -off- state leakage of SuA O 20°C, increasing to lOuA 9 50°C on
pins 1 and 2 only.
Background Information:
The above failure was observed whi*.* testing per procedure 16520 para
e/2*'.«i subjcc* device, which was U13 on the SLC PWB. assembly 52250-2
S/H <:01, was replaced. No additional testing of the device was performed
prior to Us submlttal for failure analysis. '
Outline of Anlaysls:
1. External Visual Examination
2. Electrical Tests
3. Hermetlcity Testing




• • . ' " ' • . *
1. External Visual Examination.




The leads ware crimped, s l ightly bent and solder coated. T^srs
was adhesive tape on the bottom surface. Mo other obvious visual
physical anomalies were noted.
2. Electrical Testing.
a) Curve Tracer Measurements:
Current-voltage chcracteristics were obtained for each pin to
V* (pin 6) and to V- (p in 9)» In both polarities. Hins 1 and
2 ware degraded to both V+ at.d V- as compared to other JFET
output pins. Mo other obvious defacts were indicated. See
Figures 1 and 2 for pin connection and schematic diagrams.
b) Functional and Parametric Tests:
The device was functionally tested with V+ » 15V V - • « -15V
VL - 5V, VR - 0V, VIL - O.f.V and VIH » 2.0V. With no current
flow across the JFET, source and drain voltages vere measured.
ATI outputs remained at 0V regardless of the input state except
pins L and 2 (S4 and 04), which floated at -14.72V to -14.77V
for input states 0 and 1, respectively.
The device was tested per 912922 for rDS(on), Is(off), Ilfl . I+,
I-, IL and In. All data were wi th in the specified l imits except
IS(qff) of pin 1 (gate 4), which was 33.4uA but should be l .OnA
maximum. The data are summarized as follows:
(continued)
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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Results of Analysis: (continued)
2. Electrical Testing, (continued)
















































* Out of tolerance.
c) Baking and Additional Testing.
'. • • . .
The device was baked for 2 hours at +150°C and retested for rs(
IS(off)l of gate 4 was 38.1uA compared to 33.4yA before baking.
The other gates did not change significantly in Is(off) l -
3. Hermeticity Testing. .
The device passed the fine leak test and the gross leak characteriza- - -
tion.
4. Particle Impact Noise Detection (PINO) Testing.
No indications of loose internal particles were noted during PINO
testing.
5. Internal Eaarnination.
Internal examination revealed a crack in the die containing the driver
circuitry. The crack extended across the source and channel regions
of KQSFET Q5 and terminated at the scribe surface. The crack also
passed under the metallization leading from the source of Q5 to the output
JFET, Q6. The above mentioned defects pertain only to gate 4. (See
Figures 3 through 5.)
6. Electrical Probing.
The JFET be'^een pins' 1 and 2 was isolated fronr the driver chip by
lifting th. source and gate leads. The JFET was then tested for
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Conclusions:
The reported failure, high "off state leakage, was confirmed. Excessive
leakage current (Is(off)) was observed through pins 1 and 2 at ambient
temperature. P1ns 1 and 2 were also observed to float near V- while the
other switch outputs were at ground. Ho other electrical defects were
Indicated. Baking did not elicit significant change 1n Is(off) of pins
I and 2. Internal examination revealed a crack across the die containing
the driving circuitry. This crack passed through the W3SFET leading to the
source and gate of the JFET switch across pins 1 and 2. It 1s believed
that the high leakage was due'to the crack since the JFET switch was not



















































The device was tested and found to have failed the reported failed parameter,
I S ( o f f ) . The spec l imit was l .OnA max. and the device measured 33.4 A. This
high leakage was probably due to the crack discovered in the die during the
internal v isual exa.Tii na t ion . The crack was probably caused by poor h a n d l i n g
techniques during assembly.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Device is considered a random fa i lu re . If other devices from this lot are
avai lable , a few devices should be temperature cycled to determine if other
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Figure Ho, J
Photomicrograph of the cavfty
showing the driver circuitry..
'• (center die) and the four
•JFET switches on separate •





Figure Ho. 4 ; ; ;•
Overall view of the center die
showfng- the location" of the~ -
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Figure No. 5. Detailed view of the crack across MQSFET q5 of the driver
circuitry. Note that the crack, extends to the scribe sur-
face at the edge of the die (between arrows). (182X)
i
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TO: Frank Carle
Parts Board
SUBJECT: Failure of P/N 912922




BLOC. B-U MAILSTA. 39
-6357
1. On 20 November 1981 a failure was observed in the TM Scan Line Corrector.
This failure was repaired by the replacement of P/H 912922.
2. TSD FAR 9274 declares that the failure may be due to possible mishandling
during the manufacturing process. .
3. This unit was procured from Siliconix. Please take any necessary action to
adyise the manufacturer and to preclude the repetition, of this type of
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SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
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I N T E R N A L M E M O R A N D U M
Co D. Adams
L. Altaian
SUBJECT: Failure Reports F2723,
F2724 and S8051




BLOC. B-ll MA1LSTA. 39
EXT. 6357
• i;i»-
This is to confirm our Tel-Con of February 1,1982 regarding subject Failure
Reports. .
As I seated to you all three Failure Reports were written against the same
printed wiring board (P/N 50916, S/N 201). The cause of the test failures
in each case was the installation of an incorrect resistor.
Contract quantities of subject boards have been completed. However, to help
you preclude reoccurrence of this type of discrepancy on future orders or
current production, copies of subject Failure Reports are attached so you
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OF POOR QUALITY SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
A $utKxi!Oiv e'Kugma Aumtt Ccmaanv
I N T E R N A L M E M O R A N D U M
TO: Distribution CC: DATE, November 9, 1981
REF: KS 236-7714
SUBJECT: 22-13 Supplemental Information for
Failure Report S83U
BLOC. B12 MAJLSTA, 28
EXT. 6203
Description of the Function of the Serial Magnitude Board (7/N 50900).
The function of subj act board is tc receive serial data and process it as
Discrete Digital TTL Commands; in addition, the card echoes back as telemetry serial
input commands. .
Description of Problem.
At high temperature (+50°=) following approximately one (1) hour of operation
(> 1,000,000 cycles) the primary side experienced failures on two (2) o&parate
occasions (consecutive days). Following replacement of 017 the sema failure
occurred once.
Failure Description
The echo telesstry did not meet specification, although the output commands
vere always correct. NOTE: Is condition - data sent was 5555. Comaand data out-
putted from board was 5555. Confirmed telemetry data received was ABS5. Should
be condition - Telemetry data received should be 5555. (refer to attached data
sheet.)
Rational For Not Replacing Additional Components __or Taking Additional Corrective
Action.
Subsequently on two following days (including in excess of four (4) hours of
additional high temperature testing) the failure mode could not be duplicated.
(Engineering estimate of test cycles is > 10,000,COO cycles).
Engineering judgement concludes that further removal and replacement o^
components In a selected fashior would still be speculative and not worth the
risk to board damage.
The board's telemetry is read in real time, such that chis failure observation
is unlikely to occur. (NOTE: Output comnands are always observed Co be correct in
our testing of subject board.)
Additional corrective actions are not planned at this time.
Concurrent
JJ A. Sanach L. O'Connell
Head, Circuit Design, System Intagration Reliability Manager
Thematic Mapper Program Thematic Mapper Program
i a»-'
TEST PROGRAM HO. 1£ -
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
SERIAL MAGNITUDE CMD AUTO DATA TEIT -
SENDS ALTERNATING BIT PATTERN TO IMC R D.
READS TELEMETRY £ ACTUAL OUTPUT FOR V£RF.f-
ENTER1 OPERATOR DATA, YES DR HO ! Y
ASSY. NQ.: 50900
C*RD NftME: SERIAL MflS CMD REtVDEC
SERIAL NQ.: aO£







CONDITIONS: - OPERATIONAL TEMPERATURE 50 DEGREES C.
TO START TEST EXECUTION
PRESS "G" KEY.
CTO TERMINATE TEST PRESS "ESC" rCEY.>
RUN WITH CONSTANT DELAY- YES OR NO ! YESS
PRINT VERIFICATION ERRORS. YES OR NO ! YES
,0 10 loi ||le :
50 DEGREES C REACHED AT 10:1'
DATA SENT MAS 5555 TELEMETRY IS 'AB55 ACTUAL OUTPUT IS 555
DATA SENT WAS 5555 TELEMETRY IS AB55 ACTUAL OUTPUT IS 555
DATA SENT WAS 5555 TELEMETRY IS AB55 ACTUAL OUTPUT IS 555
DATA SENT WAS 5555 TELEMETRY IS AB55 ACTUAL OUTPUT IS 555
DATA SENT WAS 5555 TELEMETRY .IS AB55 ACTUAL OUTPUT IS 5555
5^ ^
CURRENT CYCLE COUNT IS":~OuOc:07?I500.
CURRENT ERROR COUNT IS : 0000000005
TEST ING COMPLETED
DATE 5: TIME: — £«• OCT 'SI 11:15
PRI. OR RDT.: PRI
TEST OPERATOR: — J GUYTQN
OTHER TEST
CONDITIONS: ~ PRIMARY JIBE DATA CYCLING AT f.O DEGREE!




/ TEST DATA R E C O R D SHEET ORIGINAL PAGE IS
' OF POOR QUALITY
Assembly 50900 ( P W « AlO)
R e f . Spec. Observed
S e e n P a r a g r a p h M e a s u r e m e n t V a l u e R e a u i r c a e n t
i
: 1. 5.1.6.3 Ul -emi t te r
vol tage
2. 5.1.7.1 PRI cur ren t ,
nomina l l ine
3. 5.1.7.2 PRI c u r r e n t ,
low l ine




6." ' ' 5.1.9.1 ROT, current
nominal Line
| 7. 5.1.9.2 RDT current ,
_w> low line
m^
 8. 5.1.9.3 RDT cur ren t ,
high line
y/.f7 +5.0 -1-0.2 vdc
f?'*»*A <0.30 amperes










9- At Che conclusion of testing, verify that all appropriate entries have
• bean raid* on the tenainal printout either from the tenainal or in longr-/ ,^ ,vi
h-nd by the test operator. ^K^^ ' v
10. Verify that the original of the tenainal printout has been reproduced
for the purpose of maintaining a permanent record. (The thenaal
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Date //-^-f/
Date
^ Date / / -4-? |
33n « F-^^^ u n- tee*2 WCEMSTJ",
it coot i D f N i MO I Nu«ee»
\ 11323 i 1638'













TEST PROGRAM NO. IS > SERIAL MAGNITUDE CMD AUTO DATA TEST -
SENDS ALTERNATING BIT PATTERN TO 2TtC R'D* AC
READS TELEMETRY «, MCTURL OUTPUT FDP VERF.
ENTER DPERMTQP D«Ti=(« YES.OR MO ! Y
MSCY. HO. : 50900
CnPD MMME: SEP MFiG CMD REC/DEC <ftl 0>
SEPIrtL NO. : £02
DftTE & TIME: 5 NDV ''31
PRI. OR RDT.: PRJ
TEST OPERATOR:— J GUYTON
OTHER TEST
CONDITIONS: OPERATIONAL TEMP 50 DEGREES C AT 10:44
CPRI.V
TO START TEST EXECUTION
PRESS -G- KEY.
<TQ TERMINATE TEST PRESS "ESC" KEY.;-
5- .
RUN WITH CONSTANT DELAY. YES OR NO ! Y
PRINT VERIFICATION ERRORS? YES OR NO ! Y
CURRENT CYCLE COUNT IS : OOOlS5S£5£'
CURRENT ERROR COUNT IS : 0000000000
T - TESTING COMPLETE!' - -
DATE 5- TIME: 5 NOV -'Si 11:44
PRI. OP RDT.: PRI
TECT OPERATOP: — J GUYTON j^£uf<*? £ (trt 'Yi
OTHER TEST .
: — TEP-ril MftTE DnTn CYCLING AT 50 DEGREES C <PRI:
MONITOP-
T12
TEST PROGRAM ND. li
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
SERIAL MAGNITUDE CMC AUTO DATA TEST -
SENDS ALTERNATING BIT PATTERN TD i-MC R--'D«
REftDS TELEMETRY 5, flCTUftL OUTPUT FOR VERF.
ENTER OPERATOR DATA. YES OR NO ! YES
ASSY. NO.: 50900
CARD NAME: SEP MAG CUD REC .-' DEC
SERIAL NO.: iOc'
DATE * TIME: 5 NOV 'SI 11:55
PPI. OR RDT.: RDT
TEST OPERATOR: — J GUVTON
OTHER TEST
: OPERATIONAL TEMP <50 DEGREES C> REACHED AT 11:55
TD START TEST EXECUTION
PRESS "G" KEY.
CTD TERMIMATE TEST PRESS "ESC" KEY.>
^ PUN WITH CONSTANT DELAY. YES OR NO ! Y
PRINT VERIFICATION ERRORS* YES OP NO • Y
CURRENT CYCLE COUNT IS : 0001910341
CURRENT ERROR COUNT IS : 0000000000
TESTING COMPLETED
DATE •", TIME: —-~ 5 NOV 'Si l£:5c-
PRI. OR RDT.: RDT
TEST OPERATOR: — J GUYTON
OTHER TEST
















TEST PROGRAM NO. l£ > SERIAL MAGNITUDE CMD AUTO DATA TEST -
SENDS ALTERNATING BIT PATTERN TO SMC R'D« AND
READS TELEMETRY :i ACTUAL OUTPUT FDR V£RF.
ENTER OPERATOR DATA. YES OR NO ! Y
ASSY. NO. : 50900
CARD NAME: SER MAG C«D REC/DEC CAl0>
SERIAL NO.: £0£
DATE 4.TIME:
PR I. OR RDT.: RDT 5 NOV '81 13:0?
TEST OPERATOR: — J GUYTQN
OTHER TEST
CONDITIONS: OPERATIONAL TEMPERATURE o DEGREES c.
TO START TEST EXECUTION
PRESS "G" KEY.
rro TERMINATE TEST PRESS -ESC- KEY.>
G
RUN WITH CONSTANT DELAY. YES OP NO ! Y
PRINT VERIFICATION ERRORS. YES OP NO ! Y
0 DEGREES C. REACHED AT 13:14.
CURRENT CYCLE COUNT IS : 000c'0r5l£*
CURRENT ERROR CDUNT IS : 000JOOOOOO
- - TESTING COMPLETED - -
DATE U-.TIME: 5 NOV 'Si 14:14
PRI. OR PDT.: RDT
TEST QPERATOP: J GUYTON <-) &rrtt±
OTHER TE'IT °^
: R;r,T SIDE DATn CYCLING AT 0







TEST PROGRAM NO. 12 > SERIAL MAGNITUDE.CMP AUTO DATA TEST -
SENDS ALTERNATING BIT PATTERN TO SMC R'D. AMD
READS TELEMETRV « ACTUAL OUTPUT FOR VEPF.
ENTER ORERnTOR YES OR NO ! V
•=(SCY. NO.: ----- 50900
CARD NAME: ----- - SER MAS CMD RECEDED
SERIAL NO.: ----- £0£
DATE & TIME: ---- 5 NOV 'Si 14: 19
PR I. OR P.DT. : — ~ PR I
TEST OPERATOR: — J GUVTDM
OTHER TEST
CONDITIONS: ---- PRI SIDE DATA CYCLING AT 0 DEGREES C
BUGUN AT 14:£1
TO START TEST EXECUTION
PRESS "G~ KEY.
-.TO TERMINATE TEST PRESS "ESC" KEY. >
RUN UITH CONSTANT DELAY. YES OR NO ! Y
PRINT VERIFICATION ERRORS. YES OR NO ! Y
CURRENT CYCLE COUNT IS : 0001839075
CURRENT ERRDP COUNT IS : 0000000000
- - TESTING COMPLETED —
DATE ••:•• TIME: —~ 5 NOV "SI 15:£1
>PI. OR RDt. : PR I
TEST OPERA'TO*: — j GUYTON c/^ rc-J
OTHER TEST







TEST PROGRAM NO. i; > SERIAL MAGNITUDE CMD AUTO DATA TEST -
SENDS ALTERNATING BIT PATTERN TQ SMC R^D. t
READS TELEMETRY S.- ACTUAL OUTPUT FOP V£PF.
ENTER OPERATOR DATA. YES OP NO ! YES
ftSSY. NO.: 50900
CARD NAME: SER NAG CMD REODEC CAIO>
SERIAL NO. : £02
DATE.& TIME: —— 3 NOV '81 !£:££
PRI. OR RDT.: PRI
TEST OPERATOR:— J GUYTON •
OTHER TEST
CONDITIONS: PRI SIDE COLD START UP AT -£5 DEGREESC.
TO START TEST EXECUTION
PRESS "G" KEY.
CTQ TERMINATE TEST PRESS "ESC" KEY..:-
G ... . , • .'
PUN uITH CONSTANT DELAY. YES OP NO 5 Y
PRINT VERIFICATION ERRORS» YES OP NO ! Y
CURRENT CYCLE COUNT IS : 0000045438
CURRENT EPROP COUNT IS : 0000000000
- - TESTING COMPLETED
DATE s TIME: ~— 5 NOV "31 lc.:£5
PRI. OR RDT.: PRI
TEST OPEPHTOP: — J GUYTON cJ AxftsJ
OTHER TEST T
CONDI TI ON-;:: •—. • TERMINATE PRI SIDE COLD START UP
P'"v *'•——^^^-•—-.'"-- •;- -—^--^^^
...- • • • •. • - . ' ' " • - ' ' ' ; . • ' - • • • ' ' . ."
-- . . ' < Q 2 //
• * - • ' " • ORIGINAL PAGE IS <3U?u
, C
__ OF POOR QUALITY
T 1 £ ' .' ' .
TE:.T 'PPDSP-AM HD. is — • — > SERIAL MAGNITUDE CHD HUTO DAT* TEST -
vENDS ALTERNATING BIT PATTERN TO SMC P-''D«
.PEflDS. TELEMETRY :.x ftCTUftL OUTPUT FOP V'ERF.
ENTEP QF-EPflTDP IiMTA. YES DP NO ! Y
i ftSSY.' NO. : - --- • — 50900
• Z) CftP'D HHflE: ----- S'EP MftG CMD PECvDEC <f t !0.>-
: SEPI^L NQ. : • ----- £0£
DMTE ^ TIME: ---- 5 NDV '81 17: £S
PPI. OP PUT.: — RUT
; TEST OPEP^TOP: — j suv-TDri
• OTHEP- TEST
D -CONIiI'TIONS:- - ---- RKT SIDE COLD STftRTUP RT -iS DE5PEES C
TD STAPT TEST EXECUTION
PRESS ~G" KEY. .
D <TD TERMINATE TEST PRESS "ESC" KEY.>
-
 :
- - (5 . • • .- '••;": • . .
PUN WITH CONSTANT DELAY- YES OP NO ! Y
PRINT VERIFICATION ERRORS. YES OP NO ! Y
w
 C
CURRENT CYCLE COUNT IS : 00000&497?'
CURRENT ERROR COUNT IS : 0000000000
-- TESTING COMPLETED
1
 DATE & TIME: - 5 NOV '81 1?:£5
PPI. DP RDT.: --- RDT
TEST OPERATOR: — j GUYTONOTHER TEST






TEST PROGRAM NO. 1-2 > SERIAL MAGNITUDE CMD AUTO DATA TEST -
SENDS ALTERNATING BIT PATTERN TD SMC R'D« A
READS TELEMETRY & ACTUAL OUTPUT FOR VERF.
ENTER OPERATOR DATA, YES OR NO ! Y
ASSY. NO.: 50900
CARD NAME: -ER MAG CMD REC-'DEC •:.«! 0>
SERIAL NO.: £0£
DATE «. TIME: -5-WOii. '81 09:30
PRI. OR PDT.: PRI
TEST OPERATOR: —j SUYTON
OTHER TEST
09:50
TO START TEST EXECUTION
PRESS -G- KEY.
(TO TERMINATE TEST PRESS ~ESC'
S
RUN WITH CONSTANT DELAY? YES OR NO ! Y
PRINT VERIFICATION ERRORS? YES OR NO ! Y
CURRENT CYCLE COUNT IS : 0002151151
CURRENT ERROR COUNT IS : 0000000000
TESTING COMPLETED
DATE rx TIME: '•- €• NOV -'Si 10:5*1
PR I.- DR RDT.: PRI
TEST OPERATOR: ~ J GUYTON
OTHER TEST
CONDITIONS: TERMINATE PRI I-IDE DATA CYCLING AT 50 DEHREES C
f;
SIR NO.






laSTRlMEIfT/HODELTfa/ffT &HO/S.H aaflAJDR TEST PHASE /te.S£/*iBL
APPLICABLE DQC. /63S<7 .APPRnX. TEST TIME
PURPOSE OF TEST: PCER»e.//\
/A/
f&srivo- Af 55 " 5-0^00
Pg£V/Qt/.S AT
r
/A/ tf 5 2.26 - 77/4 TO
TEST CONFIGURATION: go/ier> fcsz*&LY Te*r a>HFtG</e.AT\tu AS i^p/weo
C:
TEST PROCEDURE:
/f 'S DOAJ(£ AT










(USE CONTINUATION SHEETS IF REQUIRED)




' TEST PROGRAM NO. 1<
< '-. • • -
> SERIAL MAGNITUDE CMD AUTO DATA TEST -
SENDS ALTERNATING BIT PATTERN TO SMC R/D? AND
READS TELEMETRY & ACTUAL OUTPUT FOR VERF.
ENTER OPERATOR DATA, YES' OR NO ! V
• • • , - • •
ASSY- NO.: -- '- 50900
CARli NAME: SER MAG CMC REC/DEC CA1CO
SERtftL NO. : £0£
DATE & TIME: 17 NOV '81 16:00
PRK.OR RDT. : —- PRI
TEST OPERATOR: — J GUYTDN
OTHER TEST •
CONDITIONS: SPECIAL TEST REQUEST F-OOl, PRI SIDE DATA CYCLING AT
55 DEGREES C. a6389 PAR. 5.4. !.£> RETEST.
v • . •
TO START TEST EXECUTION .
PRESS "G" KEY. -
CTO TERMINATE TEST PRESS "ESC" KEY.>
G
RUN WITH CONSTANT DELAY- YES OR NO ! Y
PRINT VERIFICATION ERRORS» YES OR NO ! Y
55 DEGREES C REACHED AT 16:1.0'
CURRENT CYCLE COUNT IS : 000£0£17£9
CURRENT ERROR COUNT IS : 0000000000
- - TESTING COMPLETED
DATE * TIME: 17 HOV -'SI 17:10
PRI. OR RDT.: PRI
TEST OPERATOR: — J GUVTDN
OTHER TEST
CONDITIONS: TERMINATE SPECIAL T£":T F-001- PRI SIDE DATA CYCLING AT
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Band 4 Band Level Assy has been bonded into LED bracket and can no longer be
cooled to allow reselectlon of resistors. Rework is not considered necessary
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SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
A SvOtttlitrr of Hugfin Aucmtt Compotr •
INTERNAL M E M O R A N D U M
TO: L. O'Connell CC;
SUBJECT: FR: S8446






Rang el, J. .
Wilkerson, R.J.
Data Bank (8)
DATE: 26 October 1981 .
REF: HS 236-7691
REAH 81/53
• FROM: A. Huber
BLDG. B-ll MAIL STA. 102
EXT. 6246
FR: S84A6, dated August 6, 1981
The failure was encountered when retesting Band 4, channel 8, after select
resistors were removed from standoffs and placed directly onto the 50904 post-
amplifier board. It was found that in moving the resistors to the board, cyo
resistors were interchanged. The resistors were R28 (22.5K, offset) and R12
(3.65K, boost). The resistors wert-subsequently moved to their proper locations.
Figure 1 illustrates .-he'off set and boost circuits which resulted from the inter-
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MODULE 5°948 M 201
ABSTRACT
The reported failure, wrong output once in 6 X 106 cycles ?nd again once ,
in 1.5 X 106 cycles, was not confirmed. The device was found to be within
all specified d.c. parametric limits. The rareness of the failure re-
ported made it impossible to determine its cause.
! TECHNICAL
' COMMENTARY (_





( L2^ ML^ O K2127 N$.^t/frjlw/'lkM~ /2-Z24I
M. J. Oitz N, 0. E. Limbacher
FAILURE ANALYST JOURNAL APPROVAL .'.'"• DATE
•r ORIGINAL - FAK. 110. 9Z4Z
« "niuiJVAL HASP to I otrc •>
 nf •>i /«. „"_ r ^t fS ,/:w PAGE 2 of 2
fc w
r
• ? . •"
J Reported Failure:
>•j • • . .
"'.lord G fai led once during data cycling at 0°C (6 X 10s cycle?). Pri-
, -' mary word G is X ' C O ' [hexadecimal coded output] , should be X ' A D 1 .
T . • '
-t . Background Informat ion:
.' r ' ' • '
j "Note FP. 8309 and subsequent ambient testing delt with U31 pin 7 ({)
V. . output) short to ground by solder splash across traces, KS removal,
•
:
 and proper functioning. The failure of 1 of 8 bits in word G once in
f •' ' 6 X 10° cycles at 0°C requires removal and replacement of U31."
t ' • ' • ' • . ' • •
f - Additional Information: . . . ' . / '
I ' • '•• . ' • ' • : ' • '
\ The device was retested the next day (after the one failure in (6 X'lO6.
(I: cycles) for 1.5 X 10s cycles. The same failure mode (output X 'BO' in-
j. stead of X 'AD') wa's noted again once in the 1.5 X 106 cycles.
I Outline of Analysis:
?, •
I 1. External Visual Examination
fn .2. Electrical Testing
3. Internal Examination
Results of Analysis:
1. External Visual Examination.




The leads were formed and solder tipped and there was orange
transparent tape on the bottom of the package. Ho anomalies
were noted externally.
2. Electrical Testing.
The device was tested for d.c. parameters on the Tektronix S-3250
automated I.C. tester per the 909940 specification at +125°C
+25°C, 0°C and -55°C. It was found to be within the specified
limits for all of the parameters tested.
3. Internal Examination.
The device was opened and examined internally. No anomalies were
noted.
Conclusion:
The reported failure was improper output once in 6 X 106 cycles and again
once in 1.5 X 10s cycles. The device v/as tested for all specified d.c.
parameters and passed. No anomalies were noted externally or internally.
The extreme rareness of the observed failure made it impossible to de-
termine i ts cause.
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Offset Voltage Measurements after Select Resistors
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No performance data was taken at the subsystem level on this
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There were no liens recorded against the
Harness Assembly. .
. t?(
.<
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